MEI CASHFLOW series 7000
™

LCD Panel
Displays an intuitive Smart Menu and options

Coin Tubes
Five replenishing, interchangeable,
high-capacity change tubes
In US – Acceptance and payout of
5¢, 10¢, 25¢ and $1.
In Canada – includes $2 capability

the first coin manager ever made
For the past 35 years, coin changers have
basically housed, accepted and dispensed
change. With the MEI CASHFLOW™ series 7000,
MEI has created an entirely new product category:
the “Coin Manager.” Now, operators can maximize
sales and minimize costs.
How? MEI CASHFLOW™ series 7000 is the only
Coin Manager with a unique combination of design
and “smart” technology, which together, result in
increased site retention, operator efficiency and
bottom-line profit.

What makes it a Coin Manager?
MEI CASHFLOW™ series 7000 is not just
focused on accepting and paying out coins. As
the industry’s first coin manager, it combines
traditional coin acceptance and changer functions
with tracking and diagnostic abilities. These new
design and management features give you the
tools and business information you need to better
manage your cash and increase your profits.

In short, MEI CASHFLOW™
series 7000 is smart.
➤

Advanced features make the par/change fund
process simpler, faster and more accurate

➤

Direct audit reads exact contents of
coin tubes

➤

Par management and change override optimize
coin levels to minimize exact change conditions

➤

LED display and Smart Menu provides front-line
at-machine diagnostics

➤

Industry’s only flexible five-tube changer with
complete tube replenishment

➤

Sonar technology “reads” the amount of
change in each tube and displays tube total
in real-time

➤

Plus, it’s really easy to use

MEI CASHFLOW series 7000 extends
beyond traditional coin changers to create
a truly new category. It’s a Coin Manager
that is simple to use, yet sophisticated in
how it helps operators manage revenue
and business information.

Amazing?
That’s just the beginning…

series 7000
www.meigroup.com

MEI CASHFLOW series 7000
™

it does everything but walk to your office
And deliver the cash…
MEI CASHFLOW™ series 7000 actually does the work for you – so you don’t
have to worry! Coupled with MEI’s proven reliability, it’s an exceptional product
that requires less service and decreases downtime.

Maximize your sales
V irtually eliminates exact change situations
Provides change for high-value bills – $5, $10 and $20
➤ Provides true price flexibility so you can out-negotiate
your competitors
➤ Less downtime
➤ Meets MEI Gold Standard for water-resistance and jam-resistance
➤ Smart Menu and LED display provide diagnostics to enable drivers
to resolve most matters on-site and minimize service calls
➤
➤

Manages coin inventory
Industry’s only active five-tube changer with complete tube replenishment
Proprietary sonar technology detects change amounts in each tube in
real-time and displays it on the LCD, even if the operator loads manually
➤ It automatically displays how many coins you’ve added. No more tracking
and counting yourself
➤ Three float modes – optimizes the amount of money kept in the machine so
you don’t have cash tied up unnecessarily
➤
➤

Minimize your costs
A ccounts for all money, even cash in tubes
Provides easy coin tube paring by dispensing surplus coins and
identifying replenishment needs
➤ Coin path design allows drivers to remove debris without tools
or service calls
➤ Intuitive design and Smart Menu system simplifies training
➤ Optimizes change combinations
➤ Provides information to ensure drivers are accountable for cash
➤ Drivers can swap individual tubes without changing the cassette

Optimizes payout

➤

 inimizes exact-change situations
M
Alerts the operator of best tube configuration and recommends
modifications when beneficial
➤ Accounts for all money – bills stacked, coins to cash box and
coins in each tube
➤ Sonar capability reflects changes in cash levels during each driver call
➤ Gives you accurate audit data of cash in the machine

➤

➤
➤

Easy to learn
 mart Menu is available in ten languages and enables drivers
S
to become skilled users in no time
➤ LCD display reveals information
➤ Features an intuitive design
➤

Easy to use
 uilt-in self-diagnostics walk you step-by-step through issues
B
Troubleshooting aids
➤ Field-configurable tubes
➤ Front IR port interface
➤ Rugged design allows for complete coin path access so drivers
can clear debris without tools or service calls
➤ Fully accessible coin storage and coin path
➤ Coin fills are easy with the free-standing cassette
➤ Built-in hook for an additional coin fill option
➤ Programmable option allows operators to “par” tubes to any level,
or allow the unit to determine the optimal par level for you
➤ Accepts free-vend and value tokens
➤
➤
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MEI Corporate Headquarters
1301 Wilson Drive
West Chester, Pennsylvania 19380
1-610-430-2500
1-800-345-8215

Why choose MEI?
With 35 years’ experience in the vending industry, MEI is focused on
continuously building innovations to benefit vending operators and bottlers.
Today, MEI electronic payment systems are relied upon for more than
1 billion transactions per week in 90 countries. MEI payment systems’
technology is considered the most reliable choice in hundreds of real-world
applications and has earned the best performance rating in the market.
MEI is one of the world’s leading manufacturers of electronic bill acceptors,
coin mechanisms and other electronic payment systems.

MEXICO
MEI Queretaro S. de R.L. de C.V.
Av. Santa Rosa de Viterbo No. 10
Parque Industrial Finsa
El Marques, Queretaro, C.P. 76246
Tel: 52 442 238 2000
Fax: 52 442 238 2001

www.meigroup.com
MEI is ISO 9001:2000 Certified

